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Brightleaf Solutions Webinar: Incorporating Migration 

Strategy Into a Contract Management System Initiative  
 

A free, online event in partnership with Corridor Company 

 

Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions and Corridor Company will co-host an online event to highlight the 

essentials one must consider for a successful contract management system deployment. 

Frequent regulatory changes and strict compliance requirements are driving many companies to implement 

sophisticated contract management systems (CMS). But as soon as a CMS initiative starts, lots of difficult 

questions arise: What contracts should the new system handle? What are the important terms or clauses that 

need to be tracked? How do we handle legacy contracts and migrate the data into the new system? How 

should it integrate with existing enterprise systems and processes? 

Brightleaf Solutions Inc., a contract data mining service provider, and Corridor Company, a leading contract 

management software vendor have the answers and will present them during a 45 minute webinar on 

November 18, 2015 at 11am EST. 

Incorporating Migration Strategy into a Contract Management System Initiative, presented by Russ Edelman, 

CEO of Corridor Company, and Jeff Turner, VP of Sales at Brightleaf Solutions, will explore the different 

dimensions of contract management and how a company can most effectively launch its CMS.  

Key topics will include: 

 Establishing a Common Definition – Three Dimensions of Contract Management 

 CM System Deployments – Doing an Implementation Right 

 Contract Migration Defined – A Practical Guide to Migrating Content 

 The Value of Weaving CM System Deployments Together with Migration 

 Practical Next Steps to Consider 

The webinar is taking place on Wednesday November 18, 2015, at 11am EST and is free to attend. Registration 

and instructions are available on the event website: http://pages.corridorcompany.com/register-contract-

management-system-migration-or-both 
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Corridor Company is committed to continually evolving their software product line to meet the challenges of 

contracts and their proper management. With a business application platform that readily provides solutions 

for Contract, Proposal and Supplier Management, Corridor’s end-to-end solutions enable customers to create 

contracts and proposals more efficiently, manage all the processes more effectively and ensure that revenue, 

profit and compliance are all fully optimized. Corridor’s flexible licensing model supporting implementation 

packages and delivery options which include on premises, in the Cloud or Office 365, ensure a solution tailored 

to fit the needs of your company. For more information, visit www.corridorcompany.com.  
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ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC. 

Big data, BI, and data driven decisions are having a profound effect on U.S. business operations, becoming a 

$143B market in 2016. Brightleaf’s vision is to accelerate this adoption with technology that overcomes the 

challenge of mining important information from unstructured, text-based documents and making it accessible. 

 

Brightleaf Solutions is a minority-owned, Boston-based technology start-up. With an initial focus on executed 

legal contracts, Brightleaf opens new doors for companies to manage risk, ensure regulatory compliance, meet 

customer obligations, uncover missed revenue, and get meaningful insight into their customer, partner, and 

vendor behavior. 
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